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Double your Face Value
with Asymmetric Expression of Emotions 

Driven by a 3D Emotional Model

CYBEREMOTIONS

De�nition of our 3D emotional coordi-
nate with emotional samples

Asymmetric expression (type 1) Asymmetric expression (type 2)

Dependencies be-
tween AU sets and 

emotional axes

Intensities plotted in VAD space and sliced 
along the emotional axes

An aysmmetric neutral expression and its 
two symmetric composites 

Emotional facial expressions from given VAD input and 
caricatured emotions in VAD space

Twelve AU sets (basic facial emotion 
moving units)
{AU1,2}, {AU4}, {AU5,7}, {AU9}, {AU10}, 
{AU12,15}, {AU18,20}, {AU17,26}, 
{AU51,52}, {AU53,54}, {AU55,56}, 
{AU61~64}

Asymmetric facial expressions 
from left biased factor

- Type 1: Emotional facial expression generated by 
the given VAD input and applied different left 
biased factor for asymmetric emotional facial ex-
pressions
- Type 2: Combined two different VAD on left and 
right face and illustrated two symmetric compos-
ites representing left and right emotions

- 1. Proposed a method, how to generate emotional 
facial animation from VAD input 
- 2. Proposed a method, how to generate various 
emotion by applying asymmetric factors for real-
time autonomous characters

Results

Conclusion

What are the input axes?
- V: Valence (positive/negative)
- A: Arousal (degree of energy)
- D: Dominance (aggressiveness or control)

What are the emotional samples?
- Twelve well distributed emotional terms defined 
in 3D emotional coordinate

How is it analyzed for facial animation?
- observe intensities {-1,-0.5,0,0.5,1} of each 
face parts (twelve AU sets) according to the peak 
facial expressions of real face

Emotional Input

Facial Control

How an asymmetric expression is generated?
- define a left biased factor that controls asymmetry
- combine two different VAD on left and right face
 

Asymmetry

How an AU set is analyzed from samples?
- 1. Plot intensities of each emotional samples into 
the 3D emotional coordinate (VAD space)
- 2. Slice VAD space along each axis
- 3. Find highest slope among three axes

Motivation
What is asymmetric expression of emotion?
- 1. An asymmetric expression that depends on 
the nature of basic emotions
- 2. A combination of two different emotions

Why is it fundamental?
- an asymmetric facial animation are mostly cre-
ated manually by designers

What is the issue?
- it is hard to define a psychologically complex 
mechanism of human brain

What is our goal?
- formulation of a method that can easily control 
emotional facial animation with asymmetric ex-
pressions


